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English  

Reading  

Remember to carry on reading every day, as we would do in school! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Which country was Roald Dahl born in? 

2.  Join the boxes to show the year which these 

events took place.  

 
3. Roald’s mother told stories about mythical 

Norwegian characters. Explain what is meant 

by mythical. 

4. Which sport was Roald Dahl good at when he 

attended Repton Public School? 

5. What was the name of the author who 

suggested that Roald should start writing 

articles about his flying experiences?  

6. What impression do we get of St Peters’ 

School that Roald attended from the age of 9 

years? 

7. How do you think the boys at Repton Public 

School felt about being chocolate tasters for a 

famous chocolate company? 

8. Suggest 2 reasons why you think Roald Dahl 

started to write children’s stories.  

Some of the resources used on 

this document are from Twinkl. 



Grammar  

Look at this picture you need to write down at least 10 adjectives you would use to 

describe the forbidden tower and its surroundings.  

 

First, use the adjectives to create an expanded noun phrase below. 

 

The __________________________________ tower was on top of a 

________________________________________________________ hill. 

 

Next, use a fronted adverbial to give extra detail about the tower. 

 

______________________, the ________________________________________ 

tower was on top of a _____________________ hill. 

 

Finally, choose one of the following subordinating conjunctions.   

 

 

 

 

 

Complete your sentence by adding a subordinate clause beginning with a subordinating conjunction, which gives extra information about the 

tower. 

 

_______________________________________, the ____________________________________ tower was on top of a 

___________________________________ hill ______________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

 

 

 

After  although  as  because  before 

If  since   until  when   while 



Challenge X  

 

 

 



Writing  

Here is the starter of a story surrounding the picture above. The title of the story is The Forbidden Forest. I would like you to read the starter 

and then complete the story. Try and vary your sentence openers, use adverbs and descriptive sentences. I would also like you to try and 

challenge yourself to write some short sentences to add suspense and mystery. 

 

The night was still. Not a breath of wind could be felt. An eerie silence filled the warm evening air, broken only by the sound of the 
crows wings flapping as it returned to its nest with food.  

Combined with the ghostly silhouette of the tower and the rickety pathway that led to it, the ominous silence made Lucy nervous. She 
felt a prickle on the back of her neck as she thought about what she might find inside the tower, and what might be lurking in the 
darkness around her. 

Her heart began to thump inside her chest, seemingly matching the beat of the crow’s wings.  

Lucy had always been slightly wary of crows; they had sooty, black wings, piercingly sharp beaks and menacing, staring eyes. The crow 
had settled down in one of the gnarled branches of a nearby tree. She thought it was watching her. Surely it wasn’t though? Crows didn’t 
do that. It must have been her imagination. 

Plucking up all of her courage, she approached the stairs. They looked rotten and crumbling, as if nobody had set foot on them for years 
and years. The crow was still staring at her, and had tilted its head to one side as if pointing its beak towards the tower. “What was this 
crow up to?” she thought to herself.  

“Are you trying to warn me about something?” she asked the crow. The crow did not respond, only shuffling its feet slightly on the 
branch, head still tilted to one side. She frowned. “Of course you’re not trying to warn me about something, you’re just a stupid bird.” 

Her eyes left the crow and she ascended the first few steps on the rickety path towards the tower. “It’s just a silly bird.” Lucy 
muttered to herself under her breath. “Don’t be such a wimp.” 

The crow watched as she left, and smiled. A wicked, cruel smile accompanied by a cackling laugh. “Silly, silly girl” it squawked. “I must tell 
the others she is coming.”  

The crow took off into the night…  



 

Maths – Roman Numerals 

 

  

Maths – Time 

You need to write the correct time below the clock in the first 8. You need to write it in the 24 hour format. The second 8 questions you need 

to draw the arrows on.  



 

Challenge X: Complete these questions around time. 

1. The film Zootropolis is 108 minutes long. Explain how you would convert this to hours and minutes and then calculate the finishing time 

when the film starts at 14:25.  

2. An online company promises delivery within 48 hours. How many days is that? 

3. Medicine needs to be taken once every 6 hours. How many days will 32 tablets last? 

4. How many hours in a week? 

5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Practise you Times Tables using the simulator:  

https://collins.co. uk/pages/primary-mathematics-times-tables-test-simulator  

 

 

Computing 
 

In the early days of animation, there were some different methods of making it seem like pictures were either moving or merging into one. 
People invented amazing devices which led to the movies, films and animations we have today. See if you can find out what any of these 
inventions did. Draw them and describe how they worked! 

 

 
thaumatrope stereotrope zoopraxiscope zoetrope 

https://collins.co.uk/pages/primary-mathematics-times-tables-test-simulator


Theme  

 

Over the next couple of weeks we are going to be looking at Henri Rousseau’s artwork which focused around the rainforest. I would like you 

to research his artwork and his life and create a powerpoint (if you can) or a handwritten information leaflet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


